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Winning Formulas
The AIA COTE Top Ten program uses objective 

criteria to measure the success of projects. 

You can too.



Produc�s:  

Greenbuild Preview 

and More

Tete-a-Tete by Samuelson Furniture

Designed for hospitality environments, 

this S-shaped seat o�ers space for 

privacy and conversation. The ���"-tall 

and ��"-long Tete-a-Tete is equipped 

with USB ports and a built-in center 

walnut table as standard; or with 

veneered wood, solid wood, quartz, or 

metal tables. samuelsonfurniture.com

Sapient Plug Load Management 

System, Sapient Industries

Operated through a centralized online 

application, this collection of smart outlets 

and power strips can collect live power–

consumption data, reduce plug load 

consumption by up to ��%, and even 

identify which devices aren’t being used. 

sapient.industries

Kaleidoscope, Walker Zanger

Memphis style, Pop Art, and Art Deco  

all inspired this collection of matte  

and glossy porcelain tiles. Available in 

square (�"-square sheet) and triangular 

(�"-by-��⁄��" sheet) shapes in white, 

pink, greens, and blues, the tiles can be 

arranged in numerous configurations.  

walkerzanger.com

Guardian Bird�st, Guardian Glass

Guardian Bird�st helps prevent birds 

from colliding into its curtain wall glazing 

with an ultraviolet layer visible almost 

exclusively to them. The glazing appears 

transparent to humans in most cases, 

but is sometimes noticeable in wet 

conditions. Available in sheets up to ���" 

by ���". guardianglass.com

Sun—Light of Love, Foscarini

The newest pendant by London-based designer Tord Boontje, called Sun—Light 

of Love, features ��� steel and aluminum rays that di�use light from a central  

��-watt, ����K LED source with a CRI of ��-plus. Boontje opted for white-and-

gold finish to pay homage to Scandinavia, flowers, and the sun. The ���"-wide 

fixture measures ���" tall. foscarini.com
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